
TB2

The vast depth of knowledge and experience required to design the world’s finest reference loudspeakers has been focused 

on a compact monitor; The TB2.

This incredibly versatile speaker system, in its many forms, covers every application with aplomb, from stereo to 5.1 Surround 

and more. The neutrality, reliability and above all, accuracy of the TB2 is unsurpassed in both professional and domestic circles.

PMC implement their own unique version of the transmission line principle producing a precise, integrated bass extension which

belies the cabinet size. This transmission line technology has the following advantages over a standard ported loudspeaker:

• Fast, accurate and extended bass at all levels

• Lower colouration

• Low distortion

• Neutral and dynamic

• Higher power handling without distortion or compression 

• Ease of drive

TB2 Extended range monitoring

The XB1-P sub bass unit has been specifically designed to work in

conjunction with the TB2 to create a convenient, compact, monitoring

system, ideal when full range monitoring is required but space is at a

premium. The XB1-P is placed in the chain between the amplifier and the

TB2 monitors. Its highly accurate crossover network filters all frequencies

below 90Hz and directs them to its own high power dual voice coil driver.

The remaining mid & high frequency information is then passed to the 

TB2’s, effectively converting them into satellites. This has two advantages:

Extending the low frequency range of the TB2 by two octaves and

increasing the power handling. The TB2/XB1-P combination is successful 

in such diverse markets  as broadcast and the ever burgeoning 

dance music scene.

See XB1 data sheet for further details.

Specification

Usable frequency response

40Hz - 25kHz

Peak SPL @ 1 metre

>113dB

Sensitivity

90dB 1 watt 1 metre

Recommended Amp power

Up to 150 Watts

Effective line length

1500mm 4.92 Ft

Crossover frequency

3kHz

Impedance

8 ohms nominal

Drive Unit Compliment
Low Freq Doped 170mm cast magnesium alloy chassis 

High Freq Aluminium alloy phase corrected, ferrofluid cooled

Input Connectors
2 Pairs 4mm binding posts

(Suitable for bi-amp/bi-wire)

Dimensions Packed Pair
Height 400mm (15.75 inches) 485mm (19.09 inches)

Width 200mm (7.87 inches) 370mm (14.57 inches)

Depth 300mm (11.81 inches) 490mm (19.29 inches)

Weight 8.5kg ea. (18.7 lbs ea.) 19.5kg (42.9 lbs) packed pair

Stands
Custom Tube™ stands available:

600mm (24 inches)

910mm (36 inches)

1040mm (41 inches)

Options
Magnetic shielding

Wall bracket Omnimount™

Powered

Centre channels 

Low profile (Studio version only)

Amplifier Module PowerPac 60™

Power 60w/8ohms

Distortion <.009% from 20Hz to 20kHz full o/p

Slew rate >60V per microsecond

Power B’width 1Hz to 100Hz

Warranty 20 years parts & labour

Walnut (To order) Cherry Black Ash Oak Rosewood (To order)
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Magnetic Shielding

In the modern environment television monitors abound and the effects 

of an unshielded loudspeaker can be detrimental to the their picture. 

We therefore offer magnetic shielding as an option for all TB2 models. 

The TB2 & TB2S centre channels are fitted with this as standard.

(NB: M suffix on TB2 monitors denotes magnetic shielding, ie: TB2M-C for TB2

Centre speaker magnetically shielded) 

TB2S Finish

The TB2S ‘Studio Version’ is designed to be as robust as possible and has a

resilient black, satin textured finish.

Subject to change without notice
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TB2 Build

The structural integrity of any cabinet is crucial in ensuring the highest level of performance.  

Both the Studio and the sumptuous veneered versions have all outer walls constructed of 18mm

Medite™ and internal 10mm partitioning. This structure is immensely strong with no panel left 

un-braced, this leaves the TB2 unaffected by the problems of colouration created by the flexing

of the cabinet walls. The in-house computer aided design and manufacture also guarantees

that all joints of the cabinet meet perfectly, making one homogenous structure with no flaws.  

This obsession with integrity and stability is taken to an extreme; both the interior and exterior

faces are ‘balanced’ using real wood veneers. The sweeping curved edges of the TB2 are not

merely to enhance its contemporary look but to reduce unwanted reflections and give razor

sharp imaging.

The drive units

The drive units selected for the TB2 are consummately well engineered and will ensure years of accurate, reliable service.  

The exclusive 6.5 Inch mid/bass driver is custom doped and constructed of a cast, magnesium alloy 

rib-braced frame, providing a rigid and stable platform for

the driver to operate. The high frequency unit is an

aluminium alloy, phase corrected, ferrofluid cooled design

which exhibits a smooth and exceptionally detailed response

yet handles power with ease.

The crossover

Though unseen, the crossover is of the utmost importance to every aspect of the monitor’s response.

Therefore, all PMC crossovers are populated by hand with precision, selected components using the

finest silver loaded solder. The network employed in the TB2 uses extremely effective phase and

impedance correction to ensure a smooth, linear phase response whilst keeping component

numbers and track lengths to a minimum. The final link to the drive units is not compromised

as only the highest audiophile-grade OFC cables are used. During and after construction

these devices are recorded, tested and paired, as are all the components which go to build

a PMC monitor.
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TB2 for Surround Sound

The advances in digital technology has given rise to multi-channel playback formats such as DVD and

DVDA. These formats generally result in 5 directional channels of full band-width audio: Left, Centre,

Right, Left Surround, Right Surround plus one channel of low frequency information referred to as the sub

or more correctly the Low Frequency Effects channel (LFE). The TB2 and its partnering products can

easily accommodate the ever increasing demands of these digital formats by producing a complete,

dynamic 3D image with pinpoint accuracy.

To produce an exact and effective Surround Sound system requires monitors of identical characteristics in both tonality and

dispersion, hence the introduction of the TB2 Centre channel (TB2M-C). This monitor features identical styling and drive units as the

standard TB2 and its larger brother in the PMC range the FB1. These common elements make both the TB2, TB2M-C and FB1

perfect partners for the main channels of an incredibly informative Surround monitoring system. The TB2M-C is magnetically

shielded as standard, which allows safe placement near any television monitor. 

XB1-A (Low frequency effects channel speaker)

The XB1-A LFE speaker has been engineered to partner the combinations of TB2 or FB1 floorstanding monitors within a Surround

Sound system. Its ability to produce powerful and accurate LFE information is stunning. To yield the impact and full dynamic range

of this channel requires a very special loudspeaker with immense power handling and tight grasp of extremely low frequencies 

to below 22Hz. The XB1-A fulfils this requirement with ease by implementing PMC’s tried and tested transmission line technology. 

See XB1 data sheet for further details.

TB2 self powered

As with all PMC loudspeakers, the TB2 can have mounting points fitted on request 

for the much acclaimed Bryston PowerPac™ 60 or 120 monoblock power amplifiers, 

creating a neat, effective, powered loudspeaker solution. These units sport both 

balanced XLR/1/4 inch and unbalanced Phono/RCA input connections. 

Individual data sheets are available.
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